Abstract: All over the world, the number of students enrolled at higher learning institutions have been on the increase which causes shortage of space, low utilization rates and space mismatch, but many studies have found that most higher learning institutions are not using the space optimally. This study evaluates the effectiveness level of space utilization at Ardhi University’s (ARU) undergraduate classrooms by looking at the level of use and determining how it is impacted by admission of students, conditions of facilities and services and space standards. It found that space use in most ARU’s classrooms is affected by the condition and deficiency of some facilities and services, time table re-scheduling, allocating rooms to more than one program at a time (double allocation), class representatives’ preferences for rooms, by lecturers’ preferences for rooms, allocation of rooms to specific programs, current academic situation, and lecture rooms being allocated to students exceeding their capacities.
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1. Introduction

Space management in higher learning institutions is more critical compared to other institutions, therefore teaching and learning spaces need to be responsive to the changing demands of a leading university; designed flexibly and planned on the basis of function in order to encourage effective utilization (SMG, 2006). All over the world, there is an overwhelming pressure on higher learning institutions to admit an increasing number of students attributed mainly by students applying for, and academic activities that take place inside Higher Learning Institutions (Rahman et al., 2015). Globalization has also positively impacted the global demand for higher education (Altbach, 2006); and because higher education is becoming a dynamic and global enterprise, the strategic management of higher education facilities is also becoming increasingly complex (Marmolejo et al., 2007).

Nonetheless, the increase is in the context of enormous reductions in the availability of institutional resources because more efforts have been emphasized at the expansion of enrolments without expanding the resources that the institutions need. However, utilization of these resources is not evaluated apparently because it is assumed that, once available; resources are put to optimum use (Ssempebwa, 2011). This is why many institutions claim to have a lack of learning space while it is that, they are not optimizing the use of physical resources (Che Ani et al., 2012).

Nonetheless, the increase is in the context of enormous reductions in the availability of institutional resources because more efforts have been emphasized at the expansion of enrolments without expanding the resources that the institutions need. However, utilization of these resources is not evaluated apparently because it is assumed that, once available; resources are put to optimum use (Ssempebwa, 2011). This is why many institutions claim to have a lack of learning space while it is that, they are not optimizing the use of physical resources (Che Ani et al., 2012).

Space and facilities management is to be prioritized and have to be managed efficiently otherwise it will bring negative impacts to both the end-user of the space in HILs as well as their administrative (Abdullah et al., 2012a). After all, the costs which are related to the physical resources are the second most important budget after staff salary in higher learning institutions (Abdullah et al., 2012a; Che Ani et al., 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2011a; Space Management Group, 2006).
But, until now most of higher learning administrations have yet to understand the role and contribution of these physical resources to HLIs organizations (Ibrahim et al., 2011a); this is one of the reasons why problems exist because HLIs do not essentially prioritize space management (Abdullah et al., 2012a; Rahman et al., 2015).

While space managers are under pressure to make a more efficient use of the available space, better management is hampered because there does not appear to neither be a good understanding within space management (near-term planning) of why space becomes scarce, nor, a good basis within space planning (long-term planning) of how best to accommodate the expected low utilizations (Beyrouthy et al., 2007).

There is a need for higher learning institutions to translate space management from the organization’s objectives into spatial relationships of its functions, together with the needs of the people who perform the functions; within a given or proposed accommodating space (Abdullah et al., 2012a).

Space needs to be optimized rather than maximized for use (Ssempebwa, 2011). There is a balance between minimizing cost and meeting the pedagogical and research needs of staff, and the learning and support needs of students; this balance will vary among HLIs, but when decisions are made about what is the optimum level, it is advisable to be aware of the opportunity costs of low utilization because effective utilization of space also creates a good match between space needs, space provision, and helps to improve the staff and student experience (SMG, 2006).

2. Literature Review

Managing Space

Evaluating space utilization in higher learning institutions involves a series of many activities which are inter-related to one another. There is no one specific model for performing the evaluation which has been stated to be reliable in all circumstances. However in most literature, issues of efficiency and effectiveness, should be brought to the attention of top university’s management (NCU & HEFCE, 2002); then academic community, other users of the estate and interested parties if maximum benefit is to be gained, while being actively and intensively managed in order to get real improvements (HEFCW 2002).

Ibrahim et al (2012) and Fusch (2012) suggest the need to develop a management committee, a model or technique of managing the space and ensuring that employees know and understand the management of space, who will establish and adopt a space management strategy, generate adequate utilization data rates, implement space charging, computerized central timetables and cost effective reallocation methods of space (NAO, 1996); nevertheless, they have to understand the concepts of space inventory, measuring utilization, and future space needs (Abdullah et al., 2012a).

Managing Space Adopting an Approach

Effectiveness in the space use has to determine how space will be employed from the moment it is conceptual up to the time it is delivered and put to use. Subsequently, throughout years different approaches have been developed and employed by HEIs to evaluate space use from which some use timetabling method for their surveys and others through inspections (Abdullah et al., 2012b). Rahman et al. (2015) termed these approaches as the model of space utilization which was simplified by Ibrahim et al. (2011b) to consist of a leader of objectives/purpose, information and communication strategy, practical tools for performing the measurements, analysis and interpretation. However in any of these cases, there has to be a “management champion with high-level of commitment within the organisation to progress change, to drive it on and prevent it from lapsing over a protracted time period” (NCU & HEFCE, 2002).

Performing Measurements

Space utilization is usually defined as a measure of how rooms and spaces are used in terms of how often, when, and how many people are in them (SMG, 2006). To facilitate these measurements, accurate information about the rooms is integral. It has to include information on room ownership and room types (TEFMA, 2009); types of space (Abdullah et al., 2012a); while using various problem instances and optimization algorithms which have to also include information related to timeslots, total number of students, time tabling and splitting (Beyrouthy et al., 2007).

The information obtained will enable thorough examination of audit data analyzed by the room performance indicators termed as Utilization rate, Frequency rate and Occupancy rate (NAO 1996; SMG 2006; TEFMA 2009; Ssempebwa 2011; Abdullah et al 2012b). These are the key aggregates for evaluating space utilization in a class room (Che Ani et al., 2012).
However, identifying the performance alone does not point out where the sources of deficiencies are (NAO, 1996; SMG, 2006); yet, may provide unrealistic results (Beyrouthy et al., 2007); because they do not allow computation of the intake capacity of teaching space (Ssempebwa, 2011). Although, they give a broad indication of intensity of uses, but neither the headline rates nor the raw data will in them still be enough to effect institutional change (SMG, 2006); after all, details of how to implement these tools and their effectiveness, are not well-understood by the sector as a whole (NCU & HEFCE, 2002).

To facilitate such change, HLIs need to perform statistical studies to reveal underlying threshold phenomena (Beyrouthy et al., 2007); by analyzing and interrogating the actual patterns of data collected (Space Management Group, 2006; TEFMA, 2009; Ssempebwa, 2011; Che Ani et al., 2012). This analysis is potential because it identifies the mismatch between demand and provision if it goes further assessing students contact hours, compared to actual utilisation levels and will act as a useful starting point in assessing space needs (NCU & HEFCE, 2002).

**Introducing a multi-dimensional evaluation**

Progress in optimizing space will also arise from following a multidisciplinary approach; addressing the architectural, policy & curricula, geographical and societal factors that are pertinent to the rate of use of teaching space; it has to address the availability of human and material resources that complement teaching and learning process (Ssempebwa, 2011).

A classroom can be poorly utilized due to its physical attributes: its condition, size, and design; an oversupply of similar facilities; insufficient capacity; too much capacity; wrong location or changing teaching patterns (TEFMA, 2009). Ssempebwa (2011) found that, in Uganda physical resources with better teaching facilities and services experience more utilization compared to others. This raises the need to also look at the quantity, quality and adherence of these resources to minimum standards because they affect the quality of education (Asiyai, 2013).

### 3. Research Methodology

This study was conducted during the working hours of week days from Monday to Friday. Master timetable was requested from the Directorate of Planning and Development (DPD) of Ardhi University (ARU), and used to observe how learning space has been allocated compared to true/actual use. A total of 52 undergraduate classrooms were examined on UFO calculations, and measurements to determine adherence of classrooms to minimum standards was done in 30 rooms only excluding all studios and laboratories. An explanatory sequential mixed method approach was employed to evaluate how the objective factors (enrollments, utilization rates, buildings’ facilities and space standards) influence space utilization quantitatively then using results from management’s perceptions to explain more about quantitative results. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with Directorate of Planning and Development (DPD), and the Directorate of Estate Services (DES).

Space use level was evaluated from the utilization, frequency and occupancy (UFO) performance indicators in Table 1, and the effectiveness level in Table 2 adopted from TEFMA (2009).

However, TEFMA’s effectiveness levels are un-categorical, making it difficult to clearly classify the utilization intervals of rooms. This led to embedding with those provided by Che Ani et al (2012) and Rahman et al (2015) in order to produce more detailed categories of utilization rates as displayed in Table 3.

**Table 1: Space use performance indicators** (TEFMA, 2009, p.29)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Frequency Used</td>
<td>( \frac{\text{Hours used}}{\text{Hours available}} \times 100% )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Occupancy</td>
<td>( \frac{\sum\text{Total number of students}}{\text{Capacity of room} \times \text{Hour usage}} \times 100% )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Utilization</td>
<td>( \frac{\text{Room Use Frequency} \times \text{Room Occupancy}}{100} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Effectiveness level for space use** (TEFMA, 2009, p.31)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Effectiveness Level (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[48]
Table 3: Utilization intervals and their levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Use interval</th>
<th>Use range (%) (Rahman et al., 2015)</th>
<th>Occupancy and frequency range (%) (CheAni et al., 2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0 – 20</td>
<td>0 – 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>20 – 40</td>
<td>51 – 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>41 – 80</td>
<td>76 – 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>81 - 100</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collection

Data was collected through participatory observation, which enhanced interaction with space users. Utilization survey form adopted from Abdullah et al (2012a), was modified and used to record the actual use of space and space standards; condition assessment forms were used to collect data on the availability, condition and defects of facilities. The data was used to establish how these facilities affect space use. Interview responses were tape recorded and noted down to increase the accuracy during data analysis.

Analysis

The utilization rates show that the use of undergraduate lecture rooms ranges from 0% - 48.7%; this has fallen between under to low utilized. Room 5 is the room with the highest utilization rate of 48.7%. Room 2, 17, 25, 31.2, 32, 34, 51, 52, 53 and 54 have the lowest utilization frequency and occupancy of 0%. The level to which rooms are frequently used is at an average of 38% also meaning that rooms are not frequently utilized; with room 24 and 18 having the highest frequency rates both tying at 84%. Average occupancy rate has fallen at 41% describing that most classrooms are also occupied with a small number of total students in an entire week. However room 5 has the highest occupancy rate of 132%.

Figure 1 presents the highest to the lowest utilization rates of all lecture rooms used by undergraduate students at Ardhi University as a result of the audit conducted in Semester II of academic year 2017/18.

![Utilization Rates of Undergraduate Lecture Rooms in Semester II; Academic Year 2017/18](image)

Figure 1: Utilization rates of undergraduate lecture rooms in Ardhi University

Some rooms are highly utilized compared to others, because they are used more frequently, while others are overwhelmed by the total number of students using them. Yet, there are other rooms which have a balance between the
total number of students using them in a week and their frequency of use. And lastly are those which are not occupied completely which have the least utilization rates (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Use interval</th>
<th>Use range (F)</th>
<th>Occupancy and frequency range (%)</th>
<th>Occupancy (F)</th>
<th>Frequency of use (F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0 – 20</td>
<td>0 – 50</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>20 – 40</td>
<td>51 – 75</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>41 – 80</td>
<td>76 – 100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>81 - 100</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>N = 52</td>
<td>N = 52</td>
<td>N = 52</td>
<td>N = 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AVERAGE</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Findings and Discussion

Ardhi University has increased enrollments because of the increase in students admitted for higher learning in the University (Table 5). This increase does not affect space utilization because UFO results show that the university has vast number of learning spaces but they are not used effectively. Most space used by undergraduate students is under-utilized. (N/d - No data obtained)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic year</th>
<th>Enrollments</th>
<th>Admission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006/07</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007/08</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009/10</td>
<td>1481</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010/11</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011/12</td>
<td>2187</td>
<td>1006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012/13</td>
<td>2393</td>
<td>1156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013/14</td>
<td>2459</td>
<td>1208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014/15</td>
<td>2353</td>
<td>1347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015/16</td>
<td>2373</td>
<td>1398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016/17</td>
<td>2383</td>
<td>1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017/18</td>
<td>N/d</td>
<td>N/d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: DPD reports (2009 – 2018)

4% of all rooms used for undergraduate programs are used at maximum. This is caused by presentations by different programs which occur twice in every week; furthermore, the total number of students in the programs occupying these rooms is large, because the students are combined in a single room with a smaller capacity than the class size; the students share some courses, so during lectures they are combined in a single lecture theatre for the lesson.

27% of the rooms have a match between total numbers of students occupying the classes in a week with their capacities, and they are utilized more frequently.

Lastly 69% of the rooms have low utilization rates. Low utilization rates occur at ARU because, during the time of the timetable structuring process; a single classroom is being allocated to more than one program at the same time; bigger class size is allocated to a small capacity room while classrooms with bigger capacities are left unused, and most of the users do not use classrooms the way they have been allocated on the master timetable, rather whenever they are found unoccupied and containing a capacity able to carry that particular class size.

Nonetheless, lecturers make good use of classrooms close to their offices in which they prioritize them compared to those which are far. But also, sometimes lecturers mistake the allocated class with another but because the mistaken class was found unused the lesson is conducted in that particular class. And they also re-schedule the timetable due to un-forecasted emergencies that take place later after the final master timetable has been released.

Academic situation currently taking place in the university during the audit period also affects the utilization rates of classrooms. Audit period of this study was during a time where many programs had semester tests. Capacity of students during normal lecture sessions and during tests & exams of the same class vary; caused by low attendance rates of students during normal classes. During tests, it becomes necessary for a class to look for an additional room to
split into, or shift the whole class to a bigger room while the room that has seemed not enough is the actual room allocated to that class by the master timetable. Also when the syllabus is covered, classrooms are left unoccupied.

Class representatives (CRs), request lecturers to re-schedule evening lessons to be attended during the day time in empty rooms causing a lot of classes to be left unoccupied during the evening sessions from 5:20 pm to 7:20 pm. They also request to reschedule when their fellow students with carry-over subjects are subjected to more than one lesson at a single time in the timetable. However, the point of carry-over students, leads to time table rescheduling and not low utilization rates. The problem is that re-scheduling the timetable makes classes unused while the master timetable denotes the classes to be occupied at that particular time.

Their preferences in choosing which class to use for a lesson also leads to low use rates of certain classes compared to others. Most CRs prefer classrooms with better facilities and services in those particular buildings which they frequently use.

In fact, a classroom can be poorly utilized due to its physical attributes like condition (TEFMA, 2009); And if it happens a class is used despite having poor facilities and services, then it will create uncomfortable learning environment which will interfere with the student’s focus, that ultimately affect the quality of learning; because environmental influences are also a contributing factor to the failure or excellence of a student (Che Ani et al., 2012).

**Impacts of conditions of facilities and service to space use at Ardhi University**

The conditions of the facilities and services affect the utilization rates of some classrooms in ARU. Although the defected facilities were identified and found to lead to a class shift, but the shift would depend on the learning process of that particular lecture. These rooms were found to be left unoccupied mainly because they have defected sockets, and dirty writing boards. A lecture session which will involve the use of projectors or writing on the board during the learning process, it will not use these rooms. However from the utilization rates, most of these rooms fall among optimally utilized rooms despite being left unused whenever obsolete for function. This is because other programs which do not need projectors or writing in these specific rooms, they use them when they are allocated, or when they find them empty. Some other classes are seldom preferred due to lack of washrooms, poor design of the room and design of fixtures installed which do not allow seats to be shared (Figure 2).

**Impacts of space standards to space use at Ardhi University**

All lecture rooms have desks and chairs permanently fixed on the ground; all with the same type and size of fixtures as displayed on the left image of Figure 2, except those in room 29 because with a different design as displayed on the right image of Figure 2.

All the classes at ARU have fallen in the unaccepted category from the standards provided by the Tanzania Commission for Universities - TCU (2014). TCU’s unaccepted space standard is < 0.8 m² for learning space in all lecture rooms and theatres, and < 10 m² and < 20 m² for teaching space in lecture rooms and lecture theatres respectively.

In the lecture rooms, each seat has 0.63 m² per student, with room 29 having a total of 0.54 m² per student. With the teaching space, all the classes have rate above „Good” with others rating more than the ideal value. This means that, most lecture rooms have large teaching spaces compared to spaces per student.

Although the findings show that there are no proper standards for classrooms at the campus university level; they have no implications on the utilization rates because students are not affected by the space provided.

![Figure 2: Design of seats in Ardhi University’s lecture rooms](image)

**5. Recommendations**

Ardhi University needs to conduct intensive space utilization surveys to determine the utilization rates of all the classrooms in the university ranging from ordinary level diploma to PhD level, with the audit taking place in the middle of a semester or after approximately 5-8 weeks after the semester has begun because these are the times when the utilization of the rooms are at peak.
Because classrooms experience congestions, it does not mean that the space is not enough. After all, constructing new facilities does not solve space deficiencies in an organization, rather optimizing the space that is already available by ensuring that classrooms are utilized at highest but without compromising the standards (Ssempebwa, 2011). When new facilities are constructed, ARU needs to add lecture theatres of more than 250+ seats and not classes with less than 180 seats, because there is a deficiency of large learning spaces.

The University also needs to adopt a better space utilization practice in which the structure of the master time table will not put breaks in the rooms; rather, breaks are given to the students as it will be displayed in their specific program timetables. The university could also rent out space to be used during the holidays as it would add some revenue to the university’s income.

There is also a need for the university to pay more attention and time for the university’s master timetable structuring process; to help solve the presence of voids; ensuring issues such as double allocation and allocating a class size mismatching a class capacity are dealt with before the final draft is produced. After producing the preliminary drafts of the master timetable, effective communication should be implemented between the DPD, timetable coordinators, and lecturers. It would be best if timetable coordinators communicate with the lecturer more than the students because lecturers recommend class use in real time; while students recommend based on appearance and preferences.

The facilities and services especially those complementing the learning process need to be regularly inspected and those identified with defects need to be repaired quickly.

Users (students) need to be reminded on the importance of the surrounding they use for learning to their academic excellence. Most of students are not aware that “environmental influences are also a contributing factor to the failure or excellence of a student” (Che Ani et al., 2012). They need to be reminded on the importance of having a clean and healthy environment. They should be made aware that the lecture buildings and their rooms are provided by the University for them. So they need to take care of these facilities and not see them as free good. The university could act by providing seminars to every new intake of first year students during the orientation week; explaining to them how to maintain a healthy learning environment; Dos and Don’ts; how and when. It should also provide consequences of neglecting such actions.

The university needs to allow learning spaces allocated to specific programs to be used by other programs whenever necessary, considering the fact that the space standards of those particular rooms are not be compromised.

The „Space Charging Model” can be employed at Ardhi University. It is a tool for optimal space management accepted and used by most facility experts today. Through space charging, all parts of the occupied space are charged, and when they are not occupied at times which they are supposed to be occupied, the user is charged some fee for the space they left unused for nothing, so that they should not see space as a free good. The university could act by providing seminars to every new intake of first year students during the orientation week; explaining to them how to manage a space charging environment; Dos and Don’ts; how and when. It should also provide consequences of neglecting such actions.

The university needs to allow learning spaces allocated to specific programs to be used by other programs whenever necessary, considering the fact that the space standards of those particular rooms are not be compromised.

Table 6: Criteria for effective space management in higher learning institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Method for effective space management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff involvement and competency</td>
<td>Depends on the size of the faculty Staff or officer involved in space management should have relevant knowledge on space management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom arrangement</td>
<td>Consider the ratio between classroom capacity and number of student. Traveling time between two rooms should be minimized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of software</td>
<td>If software is used, it is necessary to have at least a staff that can master the use of software to make sure that the software can play its role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing space during break</td>
<td>Rent out the space in order to increase room frequency and generate income from space. Cooperate with other organizations that need venue for organizing events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space evaluation</td>
<td>Current space management system must be reviewed and evaluated regularly. The frequency of review should be based on the ability of the university.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Abdullah et al., 2012a, p.18)
6. Conclusion

In this study, the value of space is the underlying assumption. Value of a facility or service is the one attained when function of a facility or service is met within the lowest possible costs. Because space has value, and value is identified in monetary terms, therefore wasting space is wasting money.

So far, space is money because it has implications on operation costs of any facility as it has been identified to be the second highest budget in institutional operations after staff salary (Abdullah et al., 2012a; Che Ani et al., 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2011a; Space Management Group, 2006; NAO, 1996). Therefore, the more space used, the more costs are imposed for servicing a building example cleaning, energy [lighting, mechanical ventilating, electricity, etc.], maintenance & repairs, managing, operating and others.

This raises a need for space to be used at its optimal because under-utilization wastes space; it reduces the effectiveness of the space hence more costs are imposed on space that is rarely used; furthermore, over utilization overwhelms the space and its surroundings and may lead to poor ventilation, discomfort of users, poor visual impression, congestion, poor environmental aesthetic effect, regular maintenance & repair, high deterioration rate of building materials, facilities, furniture & fittings and high use of building services.

Ibrahim et al (2012) stated that, “space management for institutes of higher education are very critical, therefore, space and facilities management have to be the main agenda and need to be managed efficiently and appreciated wisely”. Moreover, effective and efficient management of these resources can not only reduce operating costs of a facility, but also sustain the physical and the function of the spaces. Therefore, “all related units should play their roles in meeting the needs of current ways of life, to sustain our resources, including existing building spaces” (Abdullah et al., 2012a).
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